THE BIRMAN B A C
Example Show Reports for Probationer Judges

Blue Point Neuter

A 10 year old blue point female neuter Birman of very good type, she has the
gentle Birman expression. Long in the body and of good weight but retaining her
femininity. Broad rounded skull. The ears a fraction small are blue grey and set
well apart on her head. Strong rounded muzzle, the chin is firm the bite level.
Medium length nose, slate grey nose leather and required slight dip to the
profile. The wide and rounded cheeks are covered by a dense blue-grey mask.
Her almost round eyes are still a good shade of blue. Pure very clean white feet,
the front gloves are full and finish across the angle of the paw. The left back
sock slightly shorter than the right. The gauntlets taper half way up the back
of the legs. Medium length thick set legs, points colouring here a uniform bluegrey. Full bushy tail in proportion to the body it is blue-grey. The body coat is
bluish-white, starting to show a little warmth across the back not cold in tone.
Full ruff around her neck and front of chest. The under parts unshaded, the
tummy fur slightly curled. Beautifully presented for the show, not a hair out of
place. Delightful gentle temperament

Chocolate Tabby Point

A 6 year old mature chocolate tabby point lady of very good Birman type. Broad
rounded skull, the medium milk chocolate ears are set well part on the head,
thumb prints visible. The body is long, well covered and muscular. Required
slight dip to the profile, she has a level bite and firm tapering chin. Strong
rounded muzzle, wide cheeks her nose leather is pink outlined in milk chocolate.
Almost round not bold eyes of an excellent blue, she has a sweet gentle
expression. Her full chocolate mask shows clear ‘M’ to her forehead, the cheeks
show spotted whisker pads. Light coloured eye liners and several tabby
markings to her face. Clean pure white gloves socks and gauntlets, the front
gloves match, behind the right glove white travels towards the stopper pad but
not beyond. Back socks medium in length. The gauntlets taper half way up the
back of the legs, right gauntlet thin and narrow, left wider. Medium length
thick set legs show many broken milk chocolate tabby markings. The bushy tail,
is solid chocolate at the tip, there are several chocolate coloured rings on the
underside. I would prefer the tail a little longer. Fabulous ivory coloured soft
silky body coat carefully prepared for the show. She has a full length ruff
framing her feminine face, and a superb show temperament.

Adults

